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8D7N Western Taiwan Leisure Tour
Xitou Forest Recreation Area & Monster Village~ Tainan Anping Fort~

Cingjing Farm

D1：SIN✈TAIPEI (BR226-1310/1745)- The Loft Seaside Suites
Accommodation: The Loft Seaside Suites
Upon arrival, transfer to Taipei Hot Spring Hotel.
Lunch: Air Plane Lunch Dinner: Taiwanese Cuisine

D2：Pingxi Raiway Station~Chiufen~Jin Yon DIY Leisure Farm~ Da Hu Strawberry Winland Resort
~Tainan Fengjia Night Market
Accommodation：Beacon Hotel or similar
Pingxi Raiway Station-Combined with coal, railway and picturesque natural landscape and a sense of nostalgia,
the railway station is a popular tourist spot not to be missed. Chiufen- Nestled against the mountains and hemmed
in by the sea are the villages of Chiufen. Relive the past when Chiufen was a prosperous gold mining town and take

a stroll along the quaint streets, teahouses and stunning views of the Pacific Ocean. You may try popular local
dishes such as Taro, sweet potato, Beef Noodles with Chinese medicinal herbs soup base etc. Jin Yon DIY
Leisure Farm: Wide variety of tomatoes, strawberries and peppers can be found. Such as Cherry tomato, Golden
tomato, Kiwi tomato and many more. Da Hu Strawberry Winland Resort- Dahu is famous for fields after fields of
strawberry farms. With suitable water, soil and the climate of cool breeze and abundant sunshine all year round,
Dahu lives the name of “Strawberry Kingdom” where visitors can enjoy a day of strawberry picking fun. Feng Jia
Night Market-Taiwan's most Innovative night market. It was claimed to be the largest night market in Taiwan. There
are a variety of delicacies such as the mouthwatering takoyaki, Small sausage in large sausage, pig’s blood cake.
Breakfast: Hotel Lunch: Chiufen at Own Expense Dinner: Night Market at Own Expense

D3: Xitou Forest Recreation Area~Japanese Monster Village~Taiwan Tea Garden~Totoro Mural
Village~Chiayi Wenhua Night Market
Accommodation: Chateau de Chine or similar
Xitou Forest Recreation Area-It Is one of Taiwan's most noted attractions in Nantou County along with Sun Moon
Lake and Chingjing Farm. Located in Nantou Lugu Town, Xitou Forest Recreation Area has an altitude of 1,150
meters with an area of 2,500 hectares, comprising of an experimental forest of the National Taiwan University
(NTU), and diverse varieties of plants include Chinese Cypresses, Gingko trees and cypress. It is also an excellent
place for bird-watching with more than 7,000 bird species spotted in the area. Xitou Japanese Monster Village- an
interesting Japanese style attraction, one of the hottest tourism spots in Nantou ( 南投). The place is full of creativity
ranging from concepts, buildings, foods, souvenirs, to the “creatures” staying there…Taiwan Tea GardenSpectacular view of seemingly endless tea plantation. Experience the distinguished tea lifestyle of Taiwanese
culture. Totoro Mural Village- A small village in Tainan City of Taiwan has been attracting attention online and
attracting visitors because of the cheerful vibes that emanate from its brightly colored walls. With walls covered in
colorful paintings of SpongeBob, Totoro, Doraemon and other characters and motifs, there’s no doubt this village
must be a happy place! Chiayi Wenhua Night Market- The Wenhua Road Night Market, which extends for almost
half a kilometer, is a pedestrian area where all kinds of local snacks and delicacies can be sampled. Every day after
night falls, there are vendors offering the newest fashion and a variety of goods, as well as hawkers selling local
delights. In a blink of an eye, the two-lane road is turned into a hustling thoroughfare. Stores by the road and
hawkers serving steaming hot gourmet snacks attract flocks of people every night.
Breakfast: Hotel Lunch: Taiwanese Cuisine Dinner: Own Expense

D4：Hinoki Village~Mei Nung folk village~Fo Guang Shan Buddha Memorial Centre~ Jing Yuan
Leisure Farm (Alpaca)~ Ruifeng Night Market(Replaced with other night markets if closed)
Accommodation: Nest Hotel or similar
Hinoki Village- is not only Taiwan's first forest village, but also the first cultural and creative forest park. It is also the
largest Japanese-style buildings village in Taiwan. Take in the tranquil and nostalgic atmosphere and experience the
traditional Japanese lifestyle. Mei Nung Folk Village- A beautiful Hakka village set in a location surrounded by
beautiful landscape. The area has grown tobacco since 1630 and is renowned nationwide for its oil paper umbrellas.
A lot of foods and drinks are sold inside Hakka Cultural Village, such as peanut, biscuit, candy, cuttlefish, ice cream
and also not forget the famous hakka tea. Jing Yuan Leisure Farm (Alpaca)–An awesome place to get close to the
animals, feel them if you dare, laze around in their alfresco café eating or drinking while watching planes take off. Fo
Guang Shan Buddha Memorial Centre-Founded in1967 by Venerable Master Hsing Yun, the order promotes
Humanistic Buddhism, a modern Chinese Buddhist thought developed through the 20th century and made popular by
this and other modern Chinese Buddhist Orders. Ruifeng Night Market - The night market holds more than thousand
stalls with variety, which are mostly food vendors, small eateries also the surrounding businesses of selling non-food
items such as accessories or fashion apparel. Specialty food includes German pig trotter, Russian roast meat and
Korean fried chicken etc.
Breakfast: Hotel Lunch: Hakka Cuisine Dinner: Own Expense

D5：Aquaculture Laboratory~ Tainan Anping Fort ~Sio House Salt Museum~ Anping Old Street ~
Tsou-Ma-Lai Leisure Farm (guided tour bus、archery、DIY activities、KTV)
Accommodation: Tsou-Ma-Lai Leisure Farm or equivalent (ranch villa)
Aquaculture Laboratory–Taiwan’s aquaculture has the ability to produce over 120 species of a variety of marine
animals. Tainan Anping Fort-A fortress built over ten years from 1624 to 1634 by the Dutch East India Company.
Named Fort Zeelandia previously, it is the oldest castle in Taiwan. Sio House Salt Museum-filled with simple
Japanese-style building with interesting salt carvings and 366 types of coloured birthday salt. Anping Old StreetThe Anping Old Street is a long tight alley full of delicious traditional Taiwanese foods and trinkets. There are also a
number of other historical sites in Anping district including the Anping Tree House. Tsou-Ma-Lai Leisure FarmThe Farm has a vast space of 120 hectares, it is so magnificent that no other place in Taiwan can match it. This

Farm is surrounded on three sides by the Zengwun River’s middle and lower reaches, and encircled by Wushan
Ridge of the Alishan Mountains, forming a paradisiacal natural habitat.
Breakfast: Hotel Lunch: Tainan Cuisine Dinner: Ranch Style Dinner

D6: Chung Tai Chan Monastery~Thao Clan Aboriginal Village~Paper Dome~Puli Brewery~Cingjing
Farm~1 Night stay at Cingjing Farm
Accommodation：Cingjing Fujia Ranch or similar
Chung Tai Chan Monastery- The architecture of Chung Tai Chan Monastery expresses a harmony of the arts, culture,
science, and the teachings of the Buddha, and is a wonderful application of the Five Modern Approaches of Buddhism.
It was awarded "The Taiwan Architecture Award" in 2002, and "The International Award for Lighting Design" in 2003.
Thao Clan Aboriginal Village- Experience Taiwan’s aboriginal culture and their handicrafts. Be sure to also sample
their aboriginal cuisine. Paper Dome – The world’s one and only paper church and also Taiwan’s only paper
architecture. Puli Brewery-Due to the warm weather and sweet, clear water that the Puli area of central Taiwan enjoys,
the Puli Brewery Factory has come to be known for producing excellent quality Shaoxing (Shaohsing) Wine featuring
a bright yellow appearance and a vigorous fragrance. Learn about the wine culture at Taiwan’s first Wine Culture
Museum. Cingjing Farm- Passing native forests, through towering gorges, you can immerse yourself in the fresh air
and the scenic wild greenery of the Cingjing Farm.
Breakfast: Hotel Lunch: Taiwanese Cuisine Dinner: Thai/Myanmar Cuisine

D7:Evergreen Grassland~Little Swiss Garden~Carton King Creativity Park~Tienlu Handicraft
Centre~Vigor Kobo~Ximenting
Accommodation：Hotel New Continental Taipei or similar
Evergreen Grassland - This wide grassy plain is the most popular site of the Cingjing Farm. The herds of sheep
grazing on the land, the azure skies above, and the verdant mountains in the horizon have a distinct European air.
The sheeps here are very friendly; visitors usually have their pictures taken with them. Enjoy the sheep shearing
show, with sheep shearers all the way from New Zeland hairdressing these furry farm animals. Little Swiss Garden
- The Cingjing cloudy mists at dawn is like a perfect painting; looking at it from a distance, it is as if the clouds and
mists are floating, becoming one with the clouds on top of the distant mountains. The pure unadulterated beauty of
such a view literally takes one’s breath away. Carton King Creativity Park -Almost everything in Carton King (紙箱
王) is made from by corrugated paper, such as ceiling tiles, tables, chairs, lanterns, plates, and pens. Get ready to
explore a marvelous new world of paper on a visit to Carton King! Tienlu Handicraft Centre – Gain knowledge on
the 5000 years old ancient traditional Chinese culture. Vigor Kobo-Vigor kobo Baker's wide variety of pineapple tarts
makes the best souvenirs for friends and family. Ximenting-Named as "Taipei's Shinjuku", it is a shopping paradise
for both genders.
Breakfast: Hotel Lunch: Urn Chicken Dinner: Own expense at Night Market

D8: Taipei Taoyuan Airport (BR225-0740/1200)✈Singapore
Check out and proceed to airport, taking international airline back to beautiful Singapore.
Breakfast: Hotel
** Tour Sequence, hotel and meals are subject to changes with / without prior notice** (In case of discrepancy or
dispute, the
Chinese version shall prevail) (4 Star + 5 star Hotel for entire Itinerary.)
**Taiwan tour guide and chauffeur lowest service rate: entire Itinerary NT800/pax or SGD$35/pax (adult and children 2yo
same
rate, collected in Singapore)

